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WHEAT EXPERIMENTS. 

D. N., H,4.RPER. 
. \'\ 

The results of the investigations made on the wheit.~. 
crops of 1888 and 1889 shovv;ed the necessity of making 
certain other experiments during 1890. · · · · 

In the following pdges I shall give a concise, gene:ra!< 
account of these experiments, the results obfaj.ped, &nd,'th~'.; 
conclusions to be drawn. I had hoped to make a final repbrl,: 
on wheat at this time, but circumstances have preventci,i·,, 
the completion of certain lines of work, and such a repoft 
must be delayed. '' 

During the year 18881 collected samples of foreign wheats,; 
particularly from Russia and Hungary, and made analyse$( 
to determine whether any of the varieties are superior to oup 
own. These analyses showed the Hungarian and mm1y '?f 
the Russian wheats to be of great value, but none are mo~. 
;valuable than our Scotch Fife and Blue Stem. Field experl~, 
men!s were therefore undertaken to show whether at)y b;. 
the foreign wheats ripen earlier, are more free from rust, .olii 
are otherwise hardier than ours. ' 

EXPERIMENTS ANn RESULTS. 

Experiment I. The fore!gn wheats were grown to shoW:;i) 
(1) the character of the plant, its hardiness, etc;, (2) the ' 
length of time needed for it to mature, (3) the quality of th~~;: 
crop, ( 4) the changes produced in, the grain by changed con~\{ · 
ditions, (5) how the crops would c,omparewith wheat raised::; 
from native seed. · · 
. Results. Tl;te general results show that our own m:ttive,:{' 
varieties are superior to any foreign ones. Scotch Fife$t.:·< 
lected according to the methods advocated herein, ripene~.< 
within a few days as soon as the earliest foreign wheat,·®~ g:; 

··.proved to be hardier than any of the foreign varieties. So~¢f;[: 
, :of the Russian ioeed ·yielded a.s good a quality as our o~~~~ 
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·.·.cl these varieties will be further tested. But most of the 
1.lssian seed was of mixed varieties of bearded and beardless 
~ts, and in all cases the bearded varieties grew with less 

·gor, were more susceptible to rust and gave a crop of 
~orer quality than the beardless wheats. 
:;::· All of the Hungarian wheats failed to mature and seemed 
*(I show by-their growth that they are winter varieties. In 
· . ttngacy they are said to be indiscriminately spring or win
. wheats. 

0:, • ·.The crops from the Russian varieti~s showed no change 
ih'otn their original characters and indicated that the condi
~Qtls here are favorable to their gro'Yth if not quite similar 
:i~ those of their natural localities. 
, · Experiment II. Tlie so-ealled Ladoga, which is a bearded 
'.heat common in Russia and which has been introduced 
tQ -Manitoba, was grown by Mr. Toombs and by two 

.ther gentlemen in Stephen, in fields of about 30 acres each 
nd in smaller plots by many other farmers in different 
laces. The seed was obtained from Manitoba where it had 
. ,· n grown for two or more seasons. It has been claimed 
.·.at this wheat ripens earlier than Fife wheat, yields as well· 

:S!ta is of as good quality. 
:,.::;i Result_s. The early ripening of Ladoga was shown to be 
· ''t>re apparent than real, and the other claims made fo; it· 

·. ~e'widely disproved. It proved to be extremely suscepti
e to rust, shelled more easily than other wheat, grew Jess 

~orously, shrunk badly in the grain and did not stand up 
;t~IJ. It is time and money worse than wasted for Minne
-~ta farmers to further experiment with Ladoga wheat. 
;, .·. Experiment III. Alongside. of the foreign wheats there 
•were planted plots of native varieties, particularly Haynes' 
>f~igree Blue Stem, Herriman's Scotch Fife and Verdon 
·~otch Fife, the prize wheat of Manitoba in 1889. All three 
()(these were the finest samples of their kind, each weighing 
'from 63 to. 64 lb per measured bushel. 

, ·. · The re~;ults show that each variety ripen~d uniformly 
:\\with the quality of the (!rop in th~ following- order, 
ye,don, Herriman's and Haynes'~ Herriman's ripened in 96 
·:d~ys, Verdon in 98 days and Haynes' was not fullyma:tured 
·• ,106 days. 

,!\" ' 



Bxperiment IV. Darwin has shown that the capacity; 
any particular piece of land·to produce a particular vat;iet; 
of grass, is limited. But after this limit is reacheq o ·. 
varieties can be grown and thus the total yield increa-s¢ 
This suggested that it might be possible to increase theji 
of wheat by growing mixed varieties. To test 'tlii& .· . 
to show w~at the effects might otherwise be, acre plots &fl 
different varieties were grown as follows: Haynes' Bl~~ 
Stem, separate; Haynes' Blue Stem and Ladoga, .mixe4~· 
Ladoga; Herriman's Fife and Ladoga; .Herrimaµ's Fife'; 
Haynes' and lierriman's mixed, and a mixture of the Fifit~ 
Blue Stem and Ladoga. . ) 

Results. The plots of pure varieties ripened uniformly,; 
those of mixed varieties did not. The quality of the crop 
from the mixed varieties approached to the quality of th · 
poorest wheat and was not uniform, while that of.the p\t~ 
variety was uniform. · '· ; 

Experiment V. Those grains of greatest vitality and~£ 
able to reproduce are the ones of greatest density (weigh~),'." 
Direct experiments, published by Church in 1865, sho~e\'}' 
that "(1) seed wheat, of greatest density produces· t~~: 
densest (heaviest) seeds; (2) seed wheat of greatest deti~t 
sity produces the greatest number of seeds; (3) seed wh~~I 

, of medium density produces ordinarily the greatest numl? 
of ears but the ears are poorer than those from seeµtl · · 
greatest density; (4) seed wheat of medium density .p~· 
duces generally the greatest number of fertile plants; (~~( 
seed wheat, which sinks irt water but floats upon a liquid~ 
with a specific weight of 1,247 is of little: value, it p;roc}uc~: 
but about a third of the weight of grains produced by.:j:li,~: 
densest grains. Seeds of the greatest specific weight are :q,4~ 
always the largest." · /;~ 

Judge Hall, of Hudson, Wisconsin, has cited me Jii$, 
experience with dense wheat. In the neighborhood. of··.~.~ 
dour mill operated by him the crop of wheat had 'been PPAf 
for several years. For self interest and in 9rder to ind~~ 
farmers to plant sound seed, he agreed to .clean their · 
wheat free of charge. Most farmers accepted this offer:. 

· the results proved satisfactory to a high degree, and until' 
chinch bugs forbade the further cultivation of wheat.: -r· 



.·. h~at thus cleaned free froni dirt, weed seeds, light and int
'. ''a:ture grains, sobn increased the yield from below :fifteen 

~!lliels per acre up to 25 bushels, and there was a corres
:nding increase in the quality of the grain. · 
By an .extended examination in the laboratory and in the 

Ja, x was convinced that chief among the cau~s of un
v:orable results were careless selection of seed,' and the 
l~ting of that which was of diminished vitality. To test 
's{atld to show the effect of cleaning wheat well for seed, to 
.Ure the heaviest grains, and those uniform in weight, the 

)lowing experiment was conducted with Capt. Donaldson, 
~Northcote; B. E. Sundberg, at Kennedy; G. W. Toombs, 
f$tephen, and Hon. E. D. Childs, at Crookston. 
··wheat which after screening out the weed seeds, graded 

"'Northern and weighed 61 tbs. to, the measured bushel, was 
' ~al times run through a Barnard & Lee cleaning mill. 

'.this way the original wheat, weighing 61 tbs., was sep" 
iateg into two parts, one of which weighed 63 tbs. per 

1

~heland was perfectly clean, and the other weighed, after 
., : 11.er cleaning out the weed seeds, 55 tbs. per bushel. Equal 
·· · ··plots of each of these were planted side by side and the 

arisons noted. 
:.~t'sults. From personal examination at all of the places 
,''' e the crop was ripening it was shown that the wheat 
·~the 63 tb.s~ed grew most evenly, the heads were largest 

best developed, the plot was free from weeds, ripened 
rmly and matured earlier than the wheat from 61 lb' 

, The wheat from the 55 lb. seed was poorest of .all, it 
¢w unevenly, ripened unevenly, and was very weedy. 
?Mt. Sundberg planted exactly 30 lb of each kind of seed 
·~·May 7th, 1890, on equal sized plots~ "They were all hare 
::'):~d August 24th; the wheat from the 63 lb seed was ripe, 
.. ··.· 1J that from the other two kinds could easily have stood 
• lit days more before being ripe. It was all drilled in and 
'. :the same kind of land. From the 63 lb seed I threshed 

lb; from the 61 lb, 519% lb; from the' 55 lb, 302% lb . 
•.. Ladoga wheat is a failure here:. It ripens perhaps a few 
ts soon~r, but the yield is very poor." 
.'Mt .. T'C)ombs planted acre plots of each kind, using the 
·, e amount of seed on each plot. "Sixty-three lb seed 
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gave 20 bushels; 61 lb. gave 18 bushels, and the P()tj , 
wheat of 55 lb per ·bushel gave only 7 bushels. So you ~G:Q 
see that there is a big difference." ·, , ·',;; 

Experiment VI., The effects of seeding the same wheat oil.,; 
the same land for many years were further observed. ·. · .. i, 

The result has been that the vitality of the grain is i111 · 
paired and the crop reduced in yield and the quality deterior4 
ated. Unless exceptional care has been exercised in the &elefL .. 
tion of seed the wheat shows marked deterioration withi~, 
four or five years. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The best wheats for our conditions are the ... varieties q~· 
pure Scotch Fife and pure Blu~ Stem. For the Red Riv~r•!l:,\ 
Valley, particularly the northern portion of it, Scotch Fife is.'., 
forall reasons the best. It ripens earlier than Blue Stem and.'o; 
makes better flour for the reason that the bread made from··· 
it is of lighter color than bread made from Blue Stem flou~::.: 
I have made so.me analyses of the best Blue Stem wheatc:;,i., 
where the amount of gluten and the strength of the doug:W: 
were equal to the best Scotch'. Fife, and where milling tetS~~\ 
showed it to give as great a yield, but in, all cases the col<>;t;,", 
of the dough made from Blue Stem flour was noticeablJ:·'i'. 
darker. · · ·• 

From many analyses made on 'last year's crop I observ' 
that Blue Stem stains more readily than Fife.. Much o:(J, 
wheat of last year's crop was discoJored, an effect of the e~hi\• 
cessive heat in July. In all cases I examined it was the ~lti~) 
Stem grains which were most injured. Wheat which wa~'; 
plump, rich .in gluten and well cured would have been p(i 
higJ:i milling value had it not been for discolored grains, antf,'} 
these were mostly grains of Blue Stem'. ... , .. , 

.Pure varieties of wheat should.be used for seed. Thus"'if 
one intends seeding Fife wheat, let it be free from Blue Steth} 
·or any other variety than Fife. The differe~ces in tb,e thn(\ 
of ripening, etc., as illustrated by our experiments, seem to, 
show conclusively that it is a wrong practice to seed wbe~'t. 
other than that which 'is of pure variet;y. The practice ~J% 
buying seed fr()m elevators. or indiscriminately from ot~} 
sources.is wrong and no more reasonable than it would l,i~:, 

a breeder to place at the head of bis herd any male WA~~ 
. . '. ' ' 'i'·,\\ 
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The pedigree of an animal is .a valuable consideratiO.n 
,,~nd we should similarly value what might be called . the 
'Pedigree of wheat. · 
.;/Cleaning wheat for seed. After securing a pure variety of 
'.·,wheat, the next consideration should be to have it fre~ from 
;any weed seeds, weak and light grains. The weight should 
' he uniform and high. To secure this, where large machines . . we not to be had, the ordinary fanning mills can profitably 
·be used by making the draft of wind strong and setting 
.aside the seives. 

·f: , . Change of seed. To assure the best results and prevent 
\.;~eterioration of the seed it should be changed every two or 
·'three years,.taking care that pure seed of equai quality is 
'pbtaiµed in exchange. A change from heavy soil to light, 
. ft.om light to heavy, from timber to prairie and yice versa 
'will prove beneficial to the grain and profitable to the pro-

· .ducer. ' 
.· ·. Amount of seed per acre. With the wheat ordinarily 
·,p1'1nted, it is safe to say that more grains are seeded than 
'IJl.e~essary. Were all wheat well cleaned before being seeded 
··~· considerable saving would result, but there are various 
: 

1 

hsiderations to be taken into accotlnt with regard to the 
'18.mount of seed best suited to our conditions. The ex
·rperiments started last year are not conclusive and are there
Jore not now published. 
: i' 'Selection of seed. The most important points to be con
'.:sidered in the selection of wheat for seed are as follows : 
:Seeure (1) a pure variety of wheat-the best being Fife, (2) 
;~/.heavy wheat, (3): a p~mp _wheat, with the shape of t~e 
berry as near a sphere as possible, (4) a clean wheat, that 1s 

::,.~ne free from weed seeds, shrunken and immature grains. 
ji~hese requirements can be adjudged with the grain itself, but 
·~ matter how good the wheat may be it can be improvt!d 
•1"Y cleaning, thus making the grains uniformly heavy. 
{ •··. But the selection should take place in part before harvestc 
•ing.. If of pure variety that wheat which ripens earliest, 
;~ith the brightest, strongest straw and largest heads will 
generally prove to have all the requirements of good seed, 
B;y, this continued intelligent selection, 'accompanied by 



careful change of seed, the quality of out wheat must 1¢-': 
· prove if methods of cultivation are correct. · · ' '. 

EXPERIMENTS .FOR 1891. 

In addition to a repetition of some of the experhnen~i· 
conducted during last·· year otlters are outlined; among 
which I note \be following one: · , · 
· Upon informing Hon. Chas. A. Pillsbury of the results of 
these experiments, and my conclusions, he has kindly pla,c~l: 
at the disposal pf the station forfree distribution, some pure:, 
Scotch Fife. wheat. This will be distributed under the follow~; 
ing conditions: . . ./ 

1. It shall be planted on new ground-that which ha~rf 
not grown a crop, or on summer fallowed land, or on lan(l !: 
which has just raised a crop of potatoes, corn or millet. "' 

2. A record shall be kept of the date when planted, size' 
of plot, time when ripe, and dates when harvested an4 
threshed.. . .. 

3. A small sample of the crop together with a copy ofc; 
the record shall be sent to me. .. 

4. It shall be seeded at the rate of at least one busheLpet:;' 
acre. The wheat will be distributed in packages not to:: 
exceed five bushels, and it is suggested that one bushel be th~· 
rate at which it is seeded when a press drill is used, and t;·· 
bushel and a peck when seeded broadcast. · ~::. 

5. A bushel from the crop shall be sent by each fal'.'lller,~· 
the State Fair of 1891. Mr. Pillsbury will give a premium" 
of ~100~ divided in three different prizes, for the best s~ 
pies sub!Jlitted there. The expense of transportation to t'.bt( 
State Fair will be borne by the Experiment Station and t~ •• 
wheat will then be the property of the Experiment Station,; 
This wheat wltl be distributed next year. '., 

. Those desiring this seed will need to make early applica,: 
'tion, stating the amount of land under cultivation, whetlt~t 
light or heavy prairie land or timber, and that they will o. ,. 
serve the requirements. 

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., Feb. 29, 1891. 

Prof. Harper, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis: 

Dear Sir :-I am very much interested in the results of your cxpcrimcil, 
with the different qualities .of seed wheat, ·and also of different varictiCif 



. ~ti: t'fully believe that the conclusions to which you have come are correct, 
''at'ldthat if only followed by the farmers of this state, will result in their· 
;r~sing not only a larger percentage of wheat per acre, but a better quaiity 
of wheat. 

,'.,' It,looks very reasonable to me that seed wheat should be as near of the 
;,~me sizC as possible, and as near the same variety as possibler as otherwise 
Jt is bound to ripen unevenly and result in a great deal of waste. So well 
s$tisfied am I with the results of your experiments that you may purchase 
i()!l mY accou,nt at least 500 bushels of wheat of the very best Scotch Fife 
;i>:ape_ty; and have it cleaned so that all the smaller berries are taken out, 
'i'tiltt you may furnish this wheat to about 100 farmers in this state who 
'>Will take pains in the matter and give you the result 0, their experiment. 
it'have but little doubt of the result. I think the idea of having wheat 
,tltoroughly cleaned, with the smaller kernels all taken out, if adopted gen
}J!,,rally by our farmers, would result in an increase in yield of at least two or 
'.,, Ji,ree bushels per acre. Yours very truly, 
, CHARLES A. PILLSBURY. 
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